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Quality Assurance Engineer
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10815

Location

Burbank, CA

Description

The Internet is a big, busy place, and we at Yahoo! are proud to stand out in the crowd.
As the world's number one Internet brand, servicing over a half billion people, we're
determined to maintain our commitment to delivering news, entertainment, information
and fun... each and every day.
In order to maintain our position as one of the world's most trafficked Internet
destinations, we're always on the lookout for people with big ideas and big talent to help
us provide our visitors with the innovative products and services they've come to expect

This job description
is a fairly typical
QA position. This
position will only be
exempt if it meets
the salary
requirements. For
2008, this means
that you need to
make more than
$112,320 if you
work a 60 hour
week.

from Yahoo! We're looking for people like you.

How Big Can You Think?
Title: QA Engineer
Job ID: 10815
Location: Burbank, CA
Description:
Yahoo’s Search Advertising and Technology Group (SATG) is recruiting for an exciting,
priority project called Apex / Keystone. You will contribute to the design and
implementation of test plans, test cases and validation, by creating and using test tools of
complex, multi-tier software. You will also interface with other QA engineers, developers,
product managers and operations teams to complete projects. You should possess skills
in testing and implementing tests on components written in C++/Perl as well as testing
API-based web applications. The ideal candidate should have a proven history and
dedication to SQA processes, particularly Agile / Scrum testing and implementation.

Responsibilities:
* Act in a lead capacity with projects and people
* Fully understand internal and external software processes
* Design test plans, review functional requirement documentation and present test cases
for project team review
* Implement test cases after acceptance or work with QA developer(s) to implement.
* Submit, regress, and verify defects
* Conduct white box and grey box testing
* Work with development engineers to create home-grown scripts to facilitate ad-hoc
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testing as well as provide valuable input on creating more sophisticated, cross-platform
QA tools which will assist the manual test process
* Be proactive and exercise flexibility and multi-tasking ability in a high stress
environment
* Work within a dynamic, fast-paced environment

Minimum Qualifications:
* 2+ years in a team lead a capacity
* 2-4 years of recent Unix/Linux experience
* 5-7 years experience in testing requirements and test plan design for applications in
UNIX/LINUX/FreeBSD environments.
* Strong UNIX/LINUX command-line troubleshooting background
* Ability to implement C / C++ test cases
* Scripting (C++, PERL, PHP, Shell) knowledge
* Backend testing experience
* Working experience with Apache/Tomcat web servers
* Proficiency in test planning and test case writing
* Experience with load testing theories, methodologies, analysis and tools
* Basic SQL knowledge
* Basic shell scripting knowledge
* Familiarity with basic XML principles
* Strong written and verbal skills are required.
Preferred Skills:
* BS/BA in Computer Science or equivalent experience in a related field
* Working knowledge of at least one suite of automation tools (i.e., Segue, Rational,
Mercury, Empirix, etc.)
* Multi-tier, multi-server testing experience

For fastest consideration please apply online at http://careers.yahoo.com. or email your
resume in text or MS Word format to bigcareersinusa@yahoo-inc.com. The subject line of
your email must include this JOB ID: 10815.

About Yahoo!
Yahoo! Inc. is a leading global Internet brand and one of the most trafficked Internet
destinations worldwide. Yahoo! seeks to provide online products and services essential to
users' lives, and offers a full range of tools and marketing solutions for businesses to
connect with Internet users around the world. Yahoo! is headquartered in Sunnyvale,
California.
Yahoo! Inc. is an equal opportunity employer. For more information or to search all of our
openings, please visit http://careers.yahoo.com.
Principals only. Recruiters please don't contact this job poster.
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Yahoo! is committed to equal opportunity. In that spirit, we welcome your interest in our employment opportunities.
Copyright © 2006 Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.
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